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Bhadrakali Moola Mantra Maha Yagam Discourse from AMMA 

Beloved AMMA provided this summary of Her wisdom regarding the deeper context and 
profound impact of Bhadrakali Moola Mantra Maha Yagam at this time. 

 

HAPPINESS 

We all want happiness and expect our life to be 
happy but our lives are not always happy. Why is 
this? We make lots of effort, yet this happiness is 
not always possible? When we get something in our 
life we feel happy, but when we don’t get what we 
want or wish then we are unhappy. Who and what 
decides what to get and when to get?  It’s not our 
wish, not even Divine’s wish- it is our Karma.  

KARMA  

Karma is the cause for all of the good things that happen in our life, for all of the happiness and again karma is 
also the reason for the unhappiness. How does it work? Sometimes we wonder why if we didn’t do anything 
bad in this lifetime, why we have to suffer? This is because of the result of our previous actions from previous 
lifetimes. The karma which we create in the past life, either good or bad, follows with our soul. When the souls 
leave the world, a soul cannot take money, fame, property or anything. The soul can only take the returns of 
the deeds (karma). Karma is the cause for everything. So what is the best way to get rid of the karma? 
Devotion and Seva.  

SEVA  

Which means doing more good deeds in this lifetime. By doing more good deeds in this lifetime, the blessings 
of the good deeds will balance the karma which we carry form the past life. So why do we need devotion, why 
can’t we just do good deeds?  

DEVOTION  

When we have devotion to the Divine, the devotion helps us to 
experience the Divine within our self in the form of Soul.  That 
experience makes us to feel the love for every creation, as how 
we feel love for our self. That is the main purpose of devotion. 
Without devotion if we want to love, we need to justify our mind 
with so many reasons. But with devotion, the mind does not need 
any justification, if we see someone in pain, that moment we feel 
it is our pain. Because when we experience the Divine within our 
self, our soul as the Divine makes us to understand that every soul 
is Divine and helps us to understand that we all are connected. So 
that’s why we need devotion as well as doing good deeds.  
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GOOD DEEDS  

There are many good deeds; feeding people, getting cloth for poor 
people, planting, helping with the hospital, education and other such 
things are good deeds. But the opportunity is limited. One may wish to 
help the whole word but one doesn’t have the capacity to help the 
whole world because everyone is limited in wealth. Although one wishes 
to help everyone, it is not possible. But it is possible in the path of 
spirituality. The people who feel I don’t have much to help many people, 
that person can also serve the whole world in the spiritual path through 
rituals.  

RITUALS  

Rituals means offering our love to the Divine in various ways e.g.  
Abhishekam (ritual bathing), archana (offering kum kum or flowers etc), 
conducting Yagam (fire ritual). How will this help the whole world if I do 
the puja in my home or small place, how it is going to bring the blessing 
for the whole world?  

YAGAM  

For example, when we conduct the Yagam (fire ritual) first we create the havan pit, then we create fire and 
offer auspicious goods. Once we create the fire, it is a part of the 5 elements (pancha bhuta- earth, water, fire, 
air, space). We may wonder it is just fire, where is the rest of the 4 elements in that? Because when we have 
fire there is air, when there is air, there is water, when there is water, there is earth and all of this fire and 
energy goes towards space. So creating fire in the havan, is creating the 5 elements in the havan pit. 
Depending upon the size of the havan pit, the fire will be about 1 foot tall. Then we wonder how come this will 
help the world?  

ENERGY  

The 5 elements (pancha bhuta) is comprised of energy. So the 
5 elements in the haven pit are connected with the universe. 
The fire in the Yagam is the energy, the space above the Yagam 
(the universe) is filled with energy. So the havan pit is 
channeling the universal energy in the form of fire. After this 
we invoke Divine energy into the Yagam pit through mantras. 
When we chant the mantras it creates the positive energy. The 
energy from us is from the Divine because we are part of the 
Divine. We are not just the body, soul is the source of this 
body. We have Divine within us in the form of soul. When we 

chant the mantra, we chant the mantra through the soul. Which means the soul energy is just exposing 
through us into the fire.  So now it is not just fire, apart from the 5 elements, it is Divine energy. 

YAGNA KUND  

This Divine energy which is in front of us is connected to the universal force. The havan pit is like a root. The 
havan pit is called “Yagna Kund” (in Tamil and Sanskrit). “Kund” means tank. ‘Tank’ refers to the place which 
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holds something it. So “Yagna kund” kund 
mean ‘the tank of Divine energy’. So when we 
chant mantras and when we offer the 
prasadam, into the Yagna kund (havan pit), it 
reaches the Divine. Which means it reaches the 
entire universe. Is it really necessary to make 
Divine mother happy? No! But if we expose our 
love it makes Divine Happy.  

OFFERING OUR LOVE  
 

For example, when the Mother feeds the child, 
Mother doesn’t have any expectation of the 
child, all she expects is that the child should get 
good food. In this situation, unexpectedly and surprisingly if the baby puts small hands into the bowl of rice 
and it starts to feed the Mother, how will the mother feel? Very happy! So similarly, the Yagam that we are 
doing is also like this. It is not like “I am giving this, you give this”. It is like we are exposing our love, which 
makes the Divine happy. Not the things we are offering e.g silk, fruit different dishes. Not all these things make 
the Divine happy, but our love pleases the Divine. So doing Yagam is to please Divine which exists in the whole 
universe, so in that way the happiness of the Divine brings the blessings to everyone!  

BLESSINGS  

Especially at this moment the whole human world is suffering and struggling with COVID virus. Scientists and 
doctors are trying to find out the solutions, sometimes they find some medicines also, but in spite of all this, 
this virus is taking successive new forms. In this situation, it is Divine who can help mankind to get rid of this 
problem. So that’s why we make efforts to please the Divine with our love and devotion and through that, to 
get the blessings for the entire mankind and also the end to this virus.  

KALI  

Why Kali? Divine is one, but there are many different 
characters. E.g. Lakshmi, Saraswati and Kali are all 
characters. Kali means darkness. It shows Her vast 
existence in the universe. Because you can measure 
the light, but you cannot measure the darkness. So 
that is why She got the name Kali- who exists 
everywhere in the universe. So when we offer our 
love and devotion from our heart through these 
rituals, the Kali who exists everywhere brings peace 
to this whole universe. So that’s why AMMA chose 
Kali Yagam at this moment.  
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UNIVERSAL SEVA  

So with physical help to humans, one might have limitations but by conducting the Yagam, or being part of 
such a yagam, is like we are doing seva not just for a few hundred thousand, we are doing seva for the whole 
universe by being and taking part in this! That is the great blessings.  

BHADRAKALI YAGAM 108 DAYS 

So at this time AMMA bless the world by performing this KALI Yagam for 108 days. What is the specialty of 108 
days? In nature if we see, there are plants, such the tomato plant which grows faster and brings the yield very 
fast, and which finishes its journey soon. In comparison, there is the mango tree, it takes a long time, the 
process is big and the return is also very big and it stays for a long time.  Just doing Yagam for one day will 
bring the blessings, but doing this Kali Yagam for 108 days is like making Kali energy in the denser form at this 
situation for this world. That is why AMMA is blessed and planned to do the Yagam for 108 days.  

This is the first time in the world conducting Yagam for Kali for 108 days with this mantra. This is the mantra 
that was bought to this world by Sage Agastya, few thousands and thousands of years back. When this Yagam 
was performed last year, after 48 days the COVID was almost disappeared. Again, still it seems the world is 
having some karma, so it is taking another phase. So AMMA is planning to perform this Kali Yagam for 108 
days, not just to get rid of Corona but also to get rid of all the negative energy within humans and all the 
negative energies which are blocking the positive energies to enter within us. Also to have good thoughts, 
health, devotion and peace.   
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